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Specifications

RAM

 <128MB

SIM Card Available

No

Type

On Wrist

Network Mode

None

GPS

No

Multiple Dials

Yes

Battery Capacity

220-300mAh

Mechanism

Yes

Compatibility

All Compatible

ROM

<128MB

Rear Camera

None

Waterproof Grade

Life Waterproof

CPU Model

ZL02 ZL02D

Band Material

Silica gel

Battery Detachable

No



Screen Shape

Round

Resolution

 240*240

CPU Manufacturer

Mediatek

Display Size

 1.3 inch

Application Age Group

Adult

Style

Fashion

Movement Type

Electronic

APP Download Available

Yes

Case Material

Plastic

Band Detachable

Yes

Compatible with

for Android iOS Phones Women Men

System

Android Wear

Brand

CanMixs

Introduction

The 1.28-inch (3.3-cm) 2.5D curved high-definition touch screen on this smart watch is comfortable, stylish, and
ideal for both men and women. It also has a soft, permeable belt. Embedding images on the watch face? The
table is simple to use. To make the watch face more distinctive, you can upload a photo or select one that already
exists. With its square display and full touch 1.4-inch color screen, which has a 240*240 pixel resolution makes the
screen clean and bright, the waterproof smart watch has a stylish appearance. Metal makes up the BlueTooth
smart watch’s body. While raising the wrist, the display screen will automatically brighten. The faces of a digital
watch can even be customized with your own photos.

What’s In the Box?

Host

Charger

Wrist strap

Manual

Box

Features



Call reminders, social APP message reminders, sedentary reminders, information reminders, heart rate/time/date
display, steps, distance, calories, and sleep monitoring There are function enable switches on the APP side
(incoming call, SMS, Wechat, QQ, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, WhatsApp, Line, Instagram, Snapchat, Skype,
and other mobile phone applications) and event information reminders like a sedentary, alarm clock, drinking
water, medication, etc., as well as remote photo taking, raising the wrist to brighten the screen, switching the
format, stopwatch, find the phone, and stopwatch. Changing the brightness of a bracelet.

Intelligent Notifications

When your phone is not readily available for some reason, these men’s and women’s watches can also be useful
companions for you. SMS and SNS notifications, such as those from Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Instagram,
Facebook Messenger, LinkedIn, and more, can be viewed and received directly on your fitness watch. The
women’s and men’s smart watches will vibrate to let you know when your phone has received a message or a
call. Always keep informed.

Sound Control

enables you to control music playback with a fitness watch, allowing you to freely enjoy the music universe. Open
“Music control” to quickly and easily control the music (play/pause, next/previous song) while exercising.

Frequently Asked Questions

Can a wristwatch be used without a phone connected?

Some smartwatches may function independently of a smartphone. These are often the more expensive devices
that need a micro-SIM to function, allowing the smartwatch to communicate via a cellular network without having
to be tethered to anything.

Can the smartwatch answer call?

You may be able to make and accept calls directly from your wrist depending on your smartwatch! All you have to
do is make sure the watch is paired with your phone via Bluetooth or a mobile network. You can even manage
calls remotely with an LTE watch model.

How do you set up the time and date on the device?

To set up the time on your device, you need to get the glory fit app from the Google play store. Download and set
up the app then pair your device through the app. Your time and all should update when you download the app
and connect your watch

Can you buy replacement bands?

Yes, I have two.

What is the band size for replacement?

I’m honestly not sure it says 44cm but I ordered a start h band on. It fits perfectly

Will this work with iPhone SE iOS 14.8?

Yes

Does this track your period?

Yes, you can use it to track your cycle.

Is it compatible with Samsung galaxy s10e?

Yes



What app goes with a watch?

Yes, there is an app to set up. The instructions come together.

How do you charge the watch?

They have charged with the watch, it’s easy to use.

Can you see the display in bright sunlight?

Yes you can.

Does it have a stopwatch?

Yes

Can you decline a phone call on this watch?

Yes, you can decline a call from this watch, but you can’t accept it.
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